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Questions about the nature and purpose of narrative cartography have been widely debated by 
geographers. Maps have always told stories, from ways of visualizing the world, to mechanisms 
that frame and define political boundaries and discourse. Because the nature of these narratives 
are often subtle, they can appear insidious when they are not explicitly defined as the purpose 
of a particular geographic presentation. Modern maps have intensified the political import of 
spatial presentation. Towns vanish, people are wiped from the face of the earth, and geographic 
anonymity unfolds when a satellite map loses an image. 
! While significant work has focused on the problematic positioning of the stories of 
marginal groups and human experience within such systems, these arguments often fail to 
recognize the potential of these narratives to not only include such groups, but to amplify their 
stories in ways that were previously unimaginable. In the case of production and manufacture, 
existing narratives are incredibly limited, even as they are potentially boundless. We reduce 
complex stories to superficial narratives. A product becomes something that is "made in" one 
place, even as it is composed of countless materials sourced from all over the corners of the 
earth. This paper will explore alternative ways of constructing productive narratives through map 
making, and demonstrate that new technological systems provide potential pathways that 
expand the range of possibilities for marginal groups throughout the chains of worldwide 
production. 
! In particular, I will describe my experience in creating Sourcemap, an open access web 
system that provides a spatial framework for the stories behind where things come from. These 
stories are produced by manufactures and designers, but they are also imagined by consumers, 
citizens, workers, and communities. This technological infrastructure makes possible narratives 
that construct and realize new relationships between things and the people and places that 
compose them. I will explore how other cartographic (and non-cartographic) narratives of 
production are deployed in the presentation and communication of these produced objects. Of 
specific interest is the use of this technology to create quantified spatial narratives which provide 
new mechanisms for telling stories about the effects of production in local communities. When 
individuals are able to perform calculations, produce footprints, and measure impacts, they are 
given new political tools with which to address the global scope of production. I argue that these 
quantified narratives play a key role in expanding the reach of qualitative cartographic narrative, 
and have the potential to not only include more voices, but broadcast them in ways which begin 
to truly engage in political dialogues about labor, environment, and society.
! When maps are able to tell stories, we must carefully consider what kind of stories they 
tell. They not only need to create new narrative spaces, but new narrative languages that can 
reach global audiences and illuminate the diverse set of problems that increasingly plague our 
conception of worldwide production. I propose to follow a particular Sourcemap through the 
communities that have begun to engage with these narratives. In addition to demonstrating 
quantifiable measures, Sourcemaps have incorporated video and imagery produced (or 
collected) by the map makers as part of the story they are trying to tell. By incorporating the 
video content that has already been curated, and drawing them into the cartographic frame, we 
can present the narrative story of where a thing comes from. We can tell the story of a product 
like the mobile phone and incorporate not only different spatial visualizations, but footage of 
production sites which interrogate the different facets of construction. We can incorporate a 
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historical frame that demonstrates the distinction from earlier production by drawing on 
Sourcemaps that have developed the supply chains of earlier telephony and which embed 
archival imagery and video. This comparative story will not only show the people and places 
involved in production, but it can quantify them with the statistics and measures of modern 
environmental and labor discourse. How much farther does the phone travel? Is it more 
environmentally sustainable? What communities have been left behind by the supply chain 
transformations of the last century? In incorporating this mixture of cartographic narrative and 
quantifiable accounts, we can demonstrate the difficulty in translating these accounts to a global 
frame and the potential political ramifications of such a translation.

Sourcemap of a mobile telephone showing its supply chain, and a video investigation of small scale tin 
mining in Bangka Island, Indonesia. Bangka is responsible for (at peak) forty percent of worldwide tin 
production, and it makes up a significant proportion of tin used in mobile devices. Comparing this map to 
a telephone produced in the early part of the twentieth century shows numerous differences, but Bangka 
remains a seemingly constant fixture. The statistics of tin reserves on Bangka, however, paint a grim 
picture for its inclusion on this map in the following decades.


